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The Goa Triathlon 113
SCHEDULE
12th January 2019 (Saturday)
10 a.m. – 7.00 p.m.

Race kit collection for elite athlete division
Bike racking at transition area for elite athlete division (optional)

2.30 p.m. – 4.30 p.m.

Race kit collection for amateur athlete division

4.30 p.m. – 5.30 p.m.

Race briefing by Enduro Sports Goa and Race Director Dr. Kaustubh Radkar
(mandatory attendance)

3.30 p.m. – 7.00 p.m.

Bike racking at transition area for amateur athlete division (optional)

13th January 2019 (Sunday)
5.30 a.m. – 7.15 a.m.
7.15 a.m.
7.20 a.m. – 7.40 a.m.




Athlete attendance and arm marking of bib numbers at Sunset Lawns
Staging at transition area

Transition area closed to athletes
Line up and attendance of athletes on the beach

7.40 a.m.

Opening ceremony and common swim briefing for elite and amateur
athlete divisions

7.50 a.m.

Elite division flag off

8.00 a.m.

Amateur division flag off

Cut off timings (elite division)
Men

Women

Men

Women

9 a.m.

9.20 a.m.

Swim – 70 min

Swim – 90 min

1.20 p.m.

1.30 p.m.

Cycle – 5 hrs 30 min from start

Cycle – 5 hrs 40 min from start

4.20 p.m.

4.50 p.m.

Run – 8 hrs 30 min from start

Run – 9 hrs from start

Men

Women
Cut off timings (amateur division)

5.00 p.m.

5.30 p.m.

6.30 p.m. onwards

Awards ceremony and gala dinner at Sunset Lawns, Cidade de Goa
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RACE COURSE

Line up on Vainguinim Beach in front of hotel Cidade de Goa
SWIM - 1.9 km
Swim 900 m out, turn left and continue 100 m parallel to the beach, turn left again and swim
900 m back to the beach
Proceed to the transition area (200 m)
BIKE – 83.1 km (7 loops A-B-D-A)
Exit the transition area and proceed up the slope to exit Cidade de Goa at point A (0.6 km).Turn
left onto Dr. E Borges road and head towards point B (Ocean Park residency). Turn around at
point B and head towards point D, passing the Goa University, Dr. Shyama Prasad Mukherjee
stadium and All India Radio. From point D, head back to point A thus completing one loop (11.7
km).
Complete six more loops (i.e. turning at point D seven times in total) and at point A, head back
down through Cidade de Goa to the transition area.
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RUN – 22.4 km (2 loops A-B-C-A)
Exit the transition area and proceed up the slope to exit Cidade de Goa at point A. Turn left
onto Dr. E Borges road and head towards point B (Ocean Park residency). Turn around at point B
and head towards point C, passing the Goa University, Dr. Shyama Prasad Mukherjee stadium
and All India Radio. From point C, head back to point A thus completing one loop (10.6 km).
Complete one more loop (i.e. turning at point C twice in total) and at point A, head back down
through Cidade de Goa to the transition area and the finish line!

STRAVA LINK:
Bike course
Run course
AID/HYDRATION STATIONS (Please click on the link to view on Google maps)
There are five aid stations along the course, which will be stocked with water, Enerzal, fruits,
salt and pain relief sprays and a first aid box.
In addition there are two water stations along the course, which will be stocked with water
ONLY. In addition, the boats and kayaks along the swim course will also be stocked with water.
Trash bins will be set-up at the aid/water stations and along the course. The trash drop zone
will extend from the start of the aid/water station upto 100 m after the aid/water station and
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will be demarcated by signboards. Enduro Sports Goa has a strict litter free policy. Any item
that needs to be discarded, including but not limited to water bottles, gel wrappers, bar
wrappers, broken bike parts, or clothing items, may be discarded only in the designated trash
drop zones at each aid/ water station or in the trash bins along the course. Any participant
found littering by a Race Referee outside of the trash drop zones will be time penalised (5:00
minute time penalty). Three repeat littering violations will result in a disqualification.
SAFETY
A dedicated doctor will be present on the beach/transition area for any swimming related
incidents. In addition to this, Manipal Hospitals, Goa will be providing two dedicated
ambulances along the course for emergency response. Trained physiotherapists will be available
at the transition and recovery areas.
Any athletes requiring minor first aid along the course may request for assistance from the
nearest Race Official/aid station. Athletes may also inform about any other athlete on course
who may require assistance - a first aid bike will be dispatched for the same.
Drishti Marine will be handling sea safety for all athletes. Rescue equipment such as jet skis,
kayaks, rescue boards, motor boats as well as trained lifeguards will be on site at Vainguinim
beach.
First-time sea-swimmers are to inform the event personnel during race kit pick-up.

IMPORTANT POINTS TO NOTE:
 Parking is available to athletes at Cidade de Goa
 Care to be taken whilst cycling/running up and down the exit/entry slope of Cidade de Goa
 There are a few sets of rumblers along the course – cyclists to take note and take extraprecaution at these points
 The race is a ‘traffic controlled’ event and will be open to motorised vehicular traffic.
Volunteers and police personnel will be stationed along the course to ensure smooth and safe
flow of the event.
 Organizers reserve the right to change the said course at any time, this may arise due to
construction activity, security and safety reasons, non-compliance from government
authorities or any other reasons the organizers deem fit.
 Enduro Sports Goa has a strict litter free policy and any athlete found littering by a Race
Referee will be time penalised.
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TIDES
On Sunday,
of January of 2019, the
sun will rise in Mormugao at 7:05 h and
sunset will be at 18:22 h. In the high tide
and low tide chart, we can see that the
first high tide will be at 3:13 h and the
next high tide at 15:26 h. The first low
tide will be at 9:38 h and the next low
tide at 20:57 h.
13th

SEA TEMPERATURE

TEMPERATURE
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PRE-RACE
Practice
swim
session

Bib number
verification

Sign
indemnity
form

Photo ID
verification

Wristband
affixed to
athlete's wrist

Get a good
night's rest!

Athlete race
briefing
(mandatory)

Bike
racking

Collect live
tracker
device

Race kit
pick-up

PRACTICE SWIM SESSION:
The Goa Open Water Swimming Club will be organizing short (20 mins) practice swims between
9.00 a.m. and 11.00 a.m. on 12th January 2019 in order to familiarize the athletes with the
water conditions. A brief orientation will be given to the athletes with small groups taken out at
a time.
RACE KIT PICK UP:
It is mandatory for the athlete to collect his/her race kit personally during the scheduled times.
Make sure you know your bib number before coming to pick up your kit. You will have to check
and confirm your data. All race kits must be picked up latest by 4.30 pm (amateur athlete
division) and 6.00 p.m. (elite athlete division) on Saturday, 12th January 2019. Race kit pick-up
will not be allowed on race day. Athletes who have not picked up their race kit will not be
allowed to participate in the race.
Athlete must carry with him/her:
 Photo ID proof
 Confirmation email from Enduro Sports Goa (The Goa Triathlon 113 is a green event and we
encourage athletes to make use of digital modes of communication as far as possible. Kindly
refrain from printing emails/registration tickets/photo ID etc. Our team will be happy to
verify the same on your mobile phone/tablet.)
In case of unavoidable circumstances, such athlete can send his/her representative to
collect the bib on his/her behalf. However, Enduro Sports Goa must receive intimation of
the same latest by 6 p.m. on 11th January 2019 via email only.
Authorized representative must carry with him/her:
 Copy of athlete registration ticket
 Email confirmation by Enduro Sports Goa approving race kit collection by authorized
representative
 Copy of photo ID proof (of the representative and the confirmed athlete)
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Failure to comply with the above rules for race kit collection will result in immediate
disqualification.
The athlete wristband will identify you as an official athlete and must be worn on pre-race and
race days. The wristband allows you access to both the transition area and the post-race athlete
recovery area. You will not be allowed to remove your bicycle and/or gear from the transition
area following the race without your wristband affixed to your wrist. Please do not remove your
wristband until after the event.

BIKE RACKING
Athletes have the option of storing their bike over-night at the common transition area on 12th
January 2019 during the scheduled timings i.e., 10 a.m. – 7.00 p.m. for elite athlete division
and 3.30 p.m. – 7.00 p.m. for amateur athlete division.
Other than security personnel and authorized Race Officials, no one will be allowed in after this
time. Please place your bike in the appropriate numbered spot on the bike racks. Only athletes
with wristbands on may enter the transition area.
Organizers are not responsible for damage of the bikes due to forces of nature. Security
personnel will be stationed at the transition area to guard against theft only. Once the bikes
have been racked, the athletes are not allowed to remove/access them until 5.30 a.m. on 13th
January 2019. We also strongly advise all athletes to carry a bike lock to better secure the
cycles. Any athlete found tampering with bikes or kits of another athlete will be disqualified
from the event and shall not be allowed to apply or participate in subsequent editions of the
event.

ATHLETE RACE BRIEFING
The athlete race briefing is mandatory for all athletes. Athletes not attending the briefing,
without informing the organizers via email about their absence, will be removed from the start
list.
The race briefing will cover important information about the race course and the race rules. A
panel of speakers including the Race Director, the Head Referee and the event organizers will
address the athletes. A question and answer session will follow the race briefing for those
interested.
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CYCLE MAINTENANCE AND ASSEMBLY/DISASSEMBLY
Unboxing and boxing of bikes will be done at the transition area/recovery area by prior
appointment only.
Bike assembling: 12th January 2019, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Bike boxing
: 13th January 2019 (after the event)
Minor repairs and tune up: Free of charge (spare parts not included)
Charges:
 Bike unboxing and assembling = R 650/ Bike dismantling and boxing = R 650/ Boxing + Unboxing = R 1200 /For booking, please Whatsapp or call +919823905756/+919822487652
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RACE DAY
Athlete
attendance

Arm marking of
bib numbers

Gala dinner

RACE FINISH!

Final cycle and
gear check

Proceed to
beach for start
line-up

RACE START!

RACE MORNING PROCEDURE
Athletes may enter the transition area from at 5:30 a.m. on 13th January 2019 - NO EARLIER!
Bike technicians and bike pumps will be available in the transition area on race morning.
Attendance and arm marking of bib numbers will be carried out at Sunset Lawns.
The transition area closes at 7.15 a.m. and all athletes must be out of the transition area and
headed to the start before this time. Any athlete who has not checked-in at the attendance tent
by 7.15 a.m. will not be allowed to participate in the race.
Please do not wear your bib during the swim. If you need a replacement swim cap, please see
the volunteers near the swim start. The start is a mass start, one for the elite athlete division
and one for the amateur athlete division. Athletes are advised to place themselves according to
their realistic swim times. Those who swim slower should stay towards the back of the line-up.
DO NOT enter and begin the swim from any other point - failure to follow these instructions will
lead to disqualification.
Toilets are available at the transition area and at one of the aid stations along the course.
For security reasons, participants are requested to come to the race without any baggage. It is
strongly recommended that you do not leave valuables like mobile phone, camera, jewellery,
watch, electronic gadgets, etc. in the bag stored. A luggage deposit area will be available at
Sunset Lawns, Cidade de Goa, which will require all bags to be signed in and signed out by
athletes. Organizers however, are not responsible for any loss of baggage and/or its belongings.
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EVENT RULES
The registration form and the right to participate in the event and the rights and benefits
available to the athlete is at the sole discretion of Enduro Sports Goa and cannot be
transferred to any other person under any circumstances. The actual athlete alone shall be
entitled to the rights and benefits arising out of such confirmation of participation.
Participation in the event is subject to entry confirmation via email to the address provided in
the registration form. Confirmed athlete’s identity and proof of age will be verified with the
details provided in the registration form. Confirmation of entry to the race will be sent via
email to the address provided on the registration form within 14 working days. The entry and
bib number is not transferable to any other person under any circumstances.
Volunteers and Race Officials/Referees are to be treated with respect and courtesy – noncompliance by the athlete towards volunteers or Race Officials/Referees will lead to immediate
disqualification.
Participants are to participate only in the race category for which they had applied and for
which their entry has been confirmed. The entry and number bib is not transferable to any
other person under any circumstance.

RACE OFFICIATING
Powers of the Head Referee:
The Head Referee has the power to:
a. To interpret and enforce the race rules and any other regulations or policies of Enduro Sports
Goa
b. To supervise and control the general conduct of all athletes and to intervene during the race
at any stage to ensure that the race rules are observed
c. To enforce the race rules and impose penalties for violations of the race rules
d. To make decisions with respect to any race-related situation before, during, and/or after the
race (including situations not specifically covered in the race rules)
e. To instruct, direct, assign duties to, and delegate authority to all other Race Referees
f. To overrule the Race Director and any Race Referee or Race Official on any point of
interpretation of the race rules
g. To establish all aspects of appeal procedures

Race Referees:
Race Referees will follow all instructions of the Head Referee. Race Referees shall have
jurisdiction over all persons in their respective areas of assignment and shall enforce these race
rules by documenting and submitting violations to the Head Referee at the time of the violation.
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Head timer:
The Head Timer is responsible for collecting and processing all data relevant to the calculation
and determination of official race results.
ATHLETE CONDUCT
Every athlete must:
1. Practice good sportsmanship at all times
2. Be responsible for his/her own safety and the safety of others. No athlete shall endanger
herself/himself or another athlete. Any athlete, who intentionally or recklessly presents a
danger to any athlete or who, in the judgment of the Head Referee, appears to present a
danger to any athlete will be disqualified.
3. Know, understand and follow the event rules as stated in this information guide
4. Wear their bib and timing tag at all times during the race. Athletes found to have
interchanged their bib and/or timing tag with another athlete, will result in disqualification
of both athletes from the event and they shall not be allowed to apply or participate in
subsequent editions of the event. Please note that if the bib and timing tag are not worn as
instructed; the athlete will not receive an official finish time, medal and e-certificate.
5. Obey traffic regulations and instructions from Race Officials. All athletes must obey all
traffic laws while on the course unless otherwise specifically directed by a Race Referee or
Race Official. Unless otherwise directed in accordance with the preceding sentence, all
athletes must come to a complete stop when required by a traffic sign or traffic control
device and must not proceed through any intersection unless such intersection is clear of
oncoming traffic. Any violation of this section will result in a time penalty or disqualification
(depending upon severity of the violation).
6. Treat other athletes, Race Officials and referees, volunteers, spectators and the public with
respect and courtesy
7. Avoid the use of abusive language
8. Inform a Race Official after withdrawing from the competition. Failing to do this may result
in a ban from subsequent events.
9. Compete without receiving assistance other than from event personnel and Race Officials
10. Avoid displaying any kind of demonstration of political, religious or racial propaganda
11. Not dispose of trash or equipment around the course except at clearly identified places such
as aid stations or trash drop zones. Intentional or careless littering will result in a time
penalty or disqualification.
12. Not gain or attempt to gain an unfair advantage from any external vehicle or object
13. Follow the prescribed course. It is the athlete’s responsibility to know the course. Athletes
must cover the prescribed course in its entirety. Failure to do so will result in a DNF. If an
athlete must exit the course, he or she shall re-enter the course at the same point of
departure before continuing. No adjustments in times or results will be made, for any reason
whatsoever, for athletes who fail to follow the proper course (e.g., if the athlete runs in the
wrong direction or runs more than necessary, time will not be subtracted from the athlete’s
final race time).
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14. Not use any device that will distract the athlete from paying full attention to their
surroundings. Using a device in a distracting manner will result in disqualification.
15. Avoid indecent exposure and public nudity at all times during the event. Indecent
exposure/public nudity will result in a disqualification.
Outside assistance:
The assistance provided by Race Officials, Race Referees and volunteers is allowed but is limited
to providing drinks, nutrition, mechanical and medical assistance and other necessary assistance
(as may be approved by the Race Director and the Head Referee).
No athlete shall accept from any person outside the race physical assistance in any form,
including food, drink, equipment, support, pacing, a replacement cycle or cycle parts, unless an
exception has been granted and approved in writing by Enduro Sports Goa. Any athlete found to
receive unauthorized assistance will be time penalised. The receipt of information regarding
progress, timings or location of other competitors on the race course shall not be considered the
acceptance of unauthorized assistance.
Athletes competing may assist each other with incidental items such as, but not restricted to,
nutrition and drinks after an aid station, pumps, tubular tyres, inner tubes and puncture repair
kits.
Athletes may not provide any item of equipment to an athlete competing in the same race
which results in the donor athlete being unable to continue with their own race. This includes
but is not restricted to complete bicycle, frame, wheels and helmet. The penalty for this will be
disqualification of both athletes.
Unless otherwise pre-approved by the Event Director or Head Referee, no athlete shall
intentionally physically assist the forward progress of another athlete on any part of the course.
This will result in both athletes being disqualified.
Health:
To be able to compete, athletes should be in excellent physical condition. Their health and
welfare is of paramount importance. By starting in a competition, the athletes declare they are
in good health and are in appropriate physical condition to complete the competition. The Race
Director, Race Referees and organizers reserve the right to stop any athlete from
participating who is found medically unfit to continue in the opinion of the medical
personnel.
RACE FINISH, TIMINGS AND RESULTS
Timing:
Participants will receive in their race kit:
1. Ankle tag (water proof)
2. Paper bib
3. Cycle bib
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The ankle tags are water proof and need to be worn at the start of the race. Ankle tags are to
be worn on the LEFT ankle ONLY.
Athletes must wear their paper bib in front of the athlete’s person (chest or left thigh only) and
the bib must be clearly visible at all times on the run course. If the bib is attached to a race
belt, the athlete must ensure that the bib is well visualised in front of him/her while crossing
the timing read points. Bib numbers identify the official athletes in the race. Folding, cutting
the bib number, removal or RFID tag, intentional alteration of any kind, or failure to wear bib
number is prohibited and will result in disqualification.
Cycle bibs should be tied to the cycle handle bar with the help of zip ties provided in the kit.
Loss of the tags and bibs by the participant will lead to disqualification. No requests for
duplicate/new tags and bibs will be entertained.
Live tracking:
1. Collection, deposit and return
Athletes need to collect their tracker kit from the designated counter at the race kit pick
up area. The kit will consist of a tracker device with a SIM card inserted, a USB charging
cable and a water resistant zipper pouch. The athlete will need to pay a refundable
deposit of R 2,000 in cash, which will be refunded on handing back all items in the kit
after the race in good working condition. The deposit will be partially/fully refunded
depending on the condition of the items.
2. Using the device
Athletes need to ensure the device is fully charged through the night. They need to carry
the device along with them for the race. The device has to carried ONLY during the
CYCLE and RUN section. DO NOT carry the device during the SWIM section. The device
size is 68 x 48 x 15 mm and weighs 70 gm. The device can be kept in the cycling jersey
back pocket or in the running shorts. The pouch has a loop on the back, so one could also
strap it to the waist band or arm band (bands not provided).
3. Tracking website
The link for live tracking of athletes will be shared with all a few days before the event.
Athletes need to check that they can see their device live on this website while collecting
the tracker kit.
Race finish:
The race will be won by the athlete who has the shortest time from the start signal to the
moment when the athlete finishes the race. The official results will list the athletes according
to their finish time. Medals will be given to all athletes who complete the course. E-certificates
will be given to all athletes who successfully complete the course within the cut-off timings.
The Head Referee, in consultation with the Head Timer, will use all resources reasonably
available to decide the final position of every athlete. Information from technology may be used
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to assist in the decision-making process. The Head Referee or Head Timer may decide, based on
the available evidence, that a race is tied if there is no reasonable way of clearly determining
which athlete crossed the line first.
Results will be official once the Head Referee signs them. Incomplete results can be declared
official at any time; and results will include the following:
1. Athletes who do not finish the competition (DNF)
2. Not making the cut-off time in any segment (DNQ)
3. Those who are disqualified (DQ)
4. Athletes which did not start (DNS)
* All available splits will be listed for DNQ athletes. DNF athletes will be listed on the result
page as DNF. For DQ athletes, the final results will not be displayed.
Time splits to be included are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Swim or first segment
Transition 1
Bike or second segment
Transition 2
Run or third segment
Overall finish time

Elite athlete division: Failure to complete any one segment i.e., swimming, cycling or running
within the cut-off timings mentioned below results in a DNQ status.

CUT-OFF TIMINGS
GENDER

RACE SEGMENT
SWIM

Men

70 min

Women

90 min

BIKE
5 hrs 30 min from
start
5 hrs 40 min from
start

RUN
8 hrs 30 min from start
9 hrs from start

Amateur athlete division: Failure to complete the race within the cut-off timings mentioned
below results in a DNQ status.
GENDER

OVERALL CUT-OFF TIMINGS

Men

9 hrs from start

Women

9 hrs 30 min from start
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In the event that an athlete is unable to complete one of the segments of the race and wishes
to continue the race without timings, they may do so after informing the nearest Race Official.
Such an athlete will be labelled as a DNF in the official race timings.
Provisional timings will be sent to each participant via SMS within 30 minutes of completion of
the race. Provisional timings will be available on the Enduro Sports Goa website
(www.endurosportsgoa.com) 36 hrs after completion of the race. Any protests/appeals will
need to be submitted via email ONLY to endurosportsgoa@gmail.com within 48 hrs of online
display of provisional timings. No protests/appeals will be accepted after this time period. The
decision of the Race Director and the Head Referee shall be final and binding.
Final timing results will be displayed on the website on 19h January 2019.
All athletes in the elite division are to carry their NEFT bank details for prize money transfer
(which will be completed within 90 working days after the event).
Right of protest or appeal:
The athlete’s right to protest or appeal, if any, will be governed and handled by Head Referee
in consultation with the Race Director.
No protest may be filed with respect to matters which were observed by or previously ruled
upon by a Race Referee. No person may file a protest which requires a judgment call. A
"judgment call," as used in these race rules, means the resolution of a dispute involving one or
more material facts that cannot be determined with certainty solely through the production of
tangible physical evidence. The term "judgment call" shall include but shall not be limited to a
resolution of:
1. Allegations of blocking, obstruction, or interference
2. Allegations of unsportsmanlike conduct
Appeals by athletes penalized for judgment calls will not be considered.
Exceptional conditions:
The following list highlights some of the exceptional situations that may happen. Different
scenarios from those indicated may arise, which need to be solved by the Race Director
following the same principles:
1. Before the competition:
a. A triathlon may be modified to a duathlon, aquathlon, or even in a 2 segments
competition: swim-run, bike-run or run-bike, by the equivalent distance. The
preferred option will be a duathlon with the shorter run first
b. A duathlon may be modified to two segments: bike-run or run-bike.
c. The Race Director may take other decisions if the above options are not possible to
set up.
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2. Modification of the competition once started:
Any segment, but only one, may be shortened during the competition. The Race Director and
Race Officials will take all reasonable actions to ensure the fairness of the event and the
safety of the athletes. Otherwise, the competition will be stopped.
PENALTIES
Failure to comply with any of the race rules may result in an athlete being penalised with:
1. 5:00 minute time penalty
2. Disqualification from the event
3. Ban from subsequent events
The nature of the rule violation will determine the type of penalty. Race Referees are not
required to give athletes a warning before issuing a penalty. Race Referees will notify athletes
of a rule violation by showing the athlete a coloured card in combination with a verbal
directive. Penalty card colours and their associated penalty are as follows:
1. Yellow Card: 5:00 minute time penalty
2. Red Card: Disqualification
A ban will occur for serious violations of the race rules (the severity of race rule violations shall
be determined by the Head Referee in consultation with the Race Director, in their sole and
absolute discretion).
Swim-course, transition and bike-course time penalties will be served in a designated penalty
tent in the transition area. Run-course time penalties will be served in a designated penalty
area on the run course. A penalised athlete may serve their penalty on any lap of the run.
When a penalty is issued:
 The Race Referee will notify the athlete by sounding a whistle, showing the
corresponding yellow/red card, calling in English the athlete's number and saying “Time
penalty, you have to stop at the penalty tent/area” or “Disqualification, you have to stop
in place and wait for pick-up by a Race Official.
 The Race Referee will notify the Head Referee and the penalty tent/area official via text
message immediately after issuing the penalty.
 The penalty will be displayed along with the athlete’s number on a board posted at the
penalty tent/area. It is the athlete’s responsibility to check this board.
When cited for a rule violation on the course, the athlete must:
 Report to the penalty tent/area. If reporting after bike course, the athlete must first
rack his/her bike and then proceed to the penalty tent.
 If the athlete fails to report to the penalty tent/area, the athlete will be disqualified
 Register on the penalty tent/area sign-in sheet
 Resume the race only after standing in the penalty tent/area for 5:00 minutes
 While in the penalty tent/area, the athlete is not allowed to sit or touch any equipment.
Making adjustments to equipment or performing any type of bike maintenance while
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serving a penalty is prohibited. Athletes can consume only the food and/or water that is
on the athlete’s person. Athletes are prohibited from using the restroom while serving a
penalty in the penalty tent/area. The time of penalty will be paused while using the
restroom.
The penalised athlete’s number will be removed from the board once the penalty is served.
The most common rule violations and penalties are mentioned below. In any circumstance
where a Race Referee deems an unfair advantage has been gained by an athlete, or if a Race
Referee determines that an athlete has intentionally or recklessly created a dangerous
situation, such Race Referee may, at the Race Referee’s discretion, assess penalties to or
disqualify athletes (even if such violations by the athlete are not expressly set forth in the race
rules).

5 MIN TIME PENALTY (YELLOW CARD)
Deviating from prescribed course

Holding on to moving kayaks/boats/jet skis

DISQUALIFICATION (RED CARD)
Found without bib/tags on course or found
interchanging bibs/tags with
another individual
Three repeat traffic violations

Mounting of cycles before demarcated line at
transition area

Cycling without a helmet

Failure to dismount from cycles after
demarcated line at transition area

Three repeat littering violations

Found littering while cycling/running

Arguing with race officials/referees/
volunteers/lifeguards

Use of outside assistance

Participating under the influence of drugs or
alcohol

Not following traffic instructions

Deliberately putting themselves or another
athlete at risk to injury

Unsportsmanlike conduct

Tampering with another athlete’s
equipment/bike

Public personal toilet

Not reporting at or before the mentioned
time for race start
Use of any device distracting to an athlete e.g.
headphones
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SWIMMING CONDUCT
1. Obey lifeguard’s (Drishti Marine) instructions completely and immediately. Failure to
do so will result in immediate disqualification.
2. Every swimmer is responsible for his/her safety and will inform the organizers if they
have any pre-existing problems that could be dangerous in the sea. Swimmers to ensure
adequate hydration at all times.
3. Athletes are required to exercise caution and use common sense if they select to swim
prior to the event and to be mindful of underwater hazards. Keep in mind that this is a
natural body of water and is subject to hidden hazards including, but no limited to:
currents, underwater obstructions, tides, rip currents and indigenous marine life.
4. Swimming will be in a 2 wave format – Elite athlete division and amateur athlete division
5. The swim course will be clearly marked and identified with swim buoys and boats. Every
swimmer needs to swim to the right hand side of the swim buoys/boats at all times.
Swimmers found cutting the swim course or swimming inside the marked area will be
time penalised by 5 minutes. An easy and sure way to ensure that you stay on course is to
keep the swim buoys to your left at all times.
6. The swim course is a box format, wherein swimmers will swim out a distance of 900 m,
turn left at the turnaround-boat, swim 100 m parallel up to the next turnaround-boat,
turn left and swim back the remaining 900 m to the beach.
7. Each swimmer must wear an official swim cap provided in their race kit. Failing to wear a
swim cap at all times during the swim segment of the race may result in a time penalty
enforced by Race Referees after the swim segment in the penalty tent in the transition
area.
8. Swimmers will need to have their bib number marked on their arms prior to race start
with the ankle tag to be worn around the left ankle.
9. Wearing swim goggles or a face mask is neither prohibited nor required.
10. The use of snorkels, fins, gloves, paddles, flotation devices of any kind (including pull
buoys) or individual paddlers or escorts is prohibited and will result in a disqualification.
11. Wetsuits are not allowed to be worn during the swim. Wearing a wetsuit in our warm
waters (27-280 C) will cause an athlete to dehydrate and overheat rapidly.
12. Head-up swimming only allowed (no prolonged underwater glides)
13. If a swimmer needs rest or water, he is to signal the nearest kayak who will assist him
with a floatation device. Swimmers may also rest by holding onto the buoys/anchored
boats.
14. Any assistance during the swim will result in disqualification if forward progress was
made. Athletes are permitted to use kayaks, jet-skis and boats as aid, as long as no
forward progress is made i.e., water craft must be stationary. Race Officials and medical
personnel reserve the right to remove athletes from the course if such removal is
determined medically necessary.
15. Swimmers are to exit the water at the designated area and make sure to run through the
timing mat/radar ONLY
16. Fresh water shower will be available to swimmers
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17. No swimming under the influence of alcohol or drugs – swimmers found to be so
influenced will be immediately disqualified from the event and shall not be allowed to
apply or participate in subsequent editions of the event.
18. Headsets or headphones are prohibited during the swim segment of the race.
TRANSITION AREA CONDUCT
1. Each athlete’s equipment must be placed either on the athlete’s bike or in the
designated transition spot
2. Athletes must not interfere with another athlete's equipment in the transition area
3. Athletes must not impede the progress of other athletes in the transition area
4. A mount and dismount line will be clearly designated at the entrance and exit of the
transition area. Mounting the bike before the designated mount-line is prohibited.
Dismounting after the dismount line is prohibited.
5. Helmets are compulsory for the cycling segment of the race; non-wearing of cycle
helmet will lead to immediate disqualification. Helmets require to be securely fastened
before the bike is removed from the stand.
6. The transition area is meant for participants and Race Officials/Race Referees/volunteers
ONLY. Spectators will not be allowed within this area.
7. After race completion, bikes will be allowed to be removed from the transition area only
once the participant personally signs out the bike and hands over the respective cycle bib
to the Race Official at the transition area. Athletes who will be attending the post-race
gala dinner may store their bikes in the transition area until 11 p.m. on 13th January
2019. The rest of the athletes will need to collect their bikes from transition area latest
by 7 p.m. on 13th January 2019. Event personnel are not responsible for bikes left at
the transition area after this time.
8. Rental bikes will need to be handed over to the respective company at the designated
pick-up point. Enduro Sports Goa is not responsible for the rental bikes left within the
race area after 6 p.m. on 13th January 2019.
CYCLING CONDUCT
1. Athletes must not make any forward progress unaccompanied by their bicycle. If a bicycle
is rendered inoperable, an athlete may proceed on the cycling course, running or
walking, while pushing or carrying the bicycle, so long as the bicycle is pushed or carried
in a manner not to obstruct or impede the progress of other athletes.
2. Athletes are to keep to the left lane always
3. All athletes must exercise extreme caution and decrease speed if necessary in passing the
site of any cycling or other accident. Athletes are to be courteous to motor vehicles on
the road and give way at all times.
4. The athletes’ cycle bib must be securely attached to the bike and must be visible from
the front/left side. Athlete to assume upright position at turn-around points; bib number
visibility to be kept clear.
5. If an athlete moves his/her bike off of the race course for any reason, the athlete may
not unfasten or remove the helmet until after the athlete has moved outside the
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boundary of the bike course route and has dismounted from the bike. Before returning
onto the bike course or before remounting the bike the athlete must fasten the helmet
securely.
6. Headsets or headphones are prohibited during the bike segment of the race
7. It is highly recommended that athletes carry their own water bottles.
8. Cyclists are responsible for counting their own laps – organizers, Race Officials, Race
Referees, volunteers and the timing team bear no responsibility for lap counting. Failure
to complete all laps will lead to DNF.
* A couple of simple tips to help athletes complete the required number of laps:
o Put strips of sticky tape on your bars. Move from the left bar to the right bar at the
end of each lap.
o Tape small chocolates to the handle bar and pop one in your mouth at the end of
every lap!
RUNNING CONDUCT
1. Athletes may run, walk, or crawl.
2. Headsets or headphones are prohibited during the run segment of the race.
FINISH LINE CONDUCT
1. Friends, family members, and/or other spectators are not permitted to cross the finish
line or enter the finish area with participating athletes. There is a specially designated
spectator area parallel to the finish area from where spectators may cheer athletes on.
Photography/videography is permitted only from the within the designated spectator
area.
2. On completion of the race, athletes are requested to avoid walking back across the finish
line to avoid erroneous readings at the timing mat/radar situated at finish.
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POST RACE
RECOVERY AREA
Sunset Lawns, Cidade de Goa is the designated recovery area for athletes of The Goa Triathlon
113. Family and friends are allowed in this area (kindly request for entry pass during race kit
collection).

Celebratory
beer and
fresh coconut
water

Family and
friends
area

Massage

Snacks

Post-race snacks will be available to all athletes along with a celebratory beer pint and fresh
coconut water, both of which are sourced locally.
Physiotherapists from Manipal Hospitals, Goa will be available for a complimentary 5 minute
massages for athletes ONLY after the race on a first-come-first-serve basis.
GALA DINNER
Enduro Sports Goa in association with Cidade de Goa is proud to host the post-race gala dinner
for the athletes of inaugural edition of The Goa Triathlon 113.
Festivities will include the award ceremony, speeches by the founder of Enduro Sports Goa Elias Patel, the Race Director - Dr. Kaustubh Radkar and a few selected athletes as well as soft
live music. The gala dinner will commence at 6.30 p.m. and a delectable buffet spread will be
open to all athletes.
Don’t forget to purchase gala dinner tickets for your family and friends in order for them to join
you and celebrate together. The cost of the ticket is ₹2000 and can be purchased online.
Tickets cannot be purchased at the venue.
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EVENT PHOTOGRAPHY
Veloscope is a Techno-Creative company focussing exclusively on sports and outdoors based out
of Bangalore. They enable the participants to recreate their moments from the competition on
social media spaces through our technology platform. Started primarily as a sports media
collective, today they cover most of the major sports events across the country.
Their crew will be capturing your moments from the event. Post event, athletes will be able to
search for their images by BIB# and if to their liking, they will be able to buy those images at a
discounted price.
They will be charging ₹99 for one image, ₹198 for two images, ₹249 for three images and ₹349
for four or more images from the competition (charges are per athlete). The photographs will be
posted instantly to the athlete’s Facebook profile and high resolution images will be sent to
their inbox.
Also kindly keep a close eye on the event story created by their creative photographers at
http://velotales.veloscope.in/
LOST AND FOUND
Lost and found will be at the race information tent on pre-race and race days. After the
conclusion of the event, please contact the organizers on endurosportsgoa@gmail.com to locate
any missing items and schedule returns. Shipping fees will apply. All unclaimed items will be
donated within 60 days.
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SPONSORS OF THE GOA TRIATHLON 113

Volunteer support partner

Apparel partner

Rescue and safety partner

Bike partner

Medical partner

Logistics partners

Energy drink partner

Refreshment partner

Production partner

General partner

Sports experience
partner

Digital media partner

Location partner

Swim cap partner

Timing partner

Training partner

OWS partner

Technical partner

